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Practical Tools for the Practicing Lawyer
from BNA!
*

THE UNITED STATES
LAW WEEK

Gives you full or partial text and digests
significant decisions of federal district
courts and courts of appeal, and state
courts of last resort, long before publication in regional reporters. Covers every
disposal by formal opinion, summary affirmance. or reversal, or denial of review.
Brings you full text and digests of Supreme Court opinions on the day they're
handed down. Plus, text and digests of significant federal agency rulings weeks before other sources. Indexed.

*

ANTITRUST & TRADE
REGULATION REPORT

Weekly reports on FTC and Justice Department's Antitrust Division activities;
legislative developments; Supreme Court
arguments, opinions, and orders; decisions
of other courts; changes in state antitrust
and trade regulation; private litigation;
class actions; suits for injunctions; and
treble damage cases. Full texts of appropriate material, plus special analyses of
major developments. Indexed.

*

THE UNITED STATES
PATENTS QUARTERLY

This is the only accepted and cited source
of decisions exclusively dealing with patents, trademarks, copyrights, and unfair
competition. You get advance sheets
weekly, volumes quarterly. Indexed from
1929 to date.

*

THE CRIMINAL LAW
REPORTER

Weekly review and analysis of current
developments in criminal law administration, interpretation, and enforcement.
Covers Supreme Court proceedings, arguments, actions, filings; decisions of federal courts of appeal and district courts,
and of principal state courts; Congres-

sional and state legislative action; reports
and recommendations of commissions, associations, the Bar, and law journals. Full
text and digests of all Supreme Court
opinions in criminal cases, and text of
significant federal legislation. Indexed.
*

FEDERAL CONTRACTS
REPORT
Supplies you with weekly coverage of U.S.
Government procurement and grant programs, policies, and regulations; decisions
of Boards of Contract Appeals, Comptroller General, Renegotiation Board,
Courts of Claims, Tax Court, and other
courts and agencies; plus federal legislation affecting the Government and its
contractors and grantees. Indexed.
*

BNA's PATENT,
TRADEMARK & COPYRIGHT
JOURNAL
Gives you weekly notification, analysis,
and interpretation of important current
developments in these fields; plus full or
partial text of proposed or enacted legislation and treaties; congressional reports;
important court and agency rulings; pertinent policy statements and speeches;
Patent and Trademark Office and Copyright Office opinions, statements, and
rules. Indexed.
*

THE FAMILY LAW
REPORTER
Weekly notification and reference service
on domestic relations; adoption; children's rights; abortion; tax aspects; and
much more. Full'text of all current state
divorce statutes, and pertinent federal
statutes. Covers latest legislative actions;
litigation results; Supreme Court arguments and filings. You get lull text of
Supreme Court decisions and select lower
court opinions. Includes case table and
special monographs on practice-oriented
subjects. Indexed.
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